WHO CARES?
(SO LONG AS YOU CARE FOR ME)
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Moderato Brightly

Let it rain and thunder! Let a million

firms go under! I am not concerned with
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Stocks and bonds that I've been burned with. I love you and you love me And that's how it will always be, And nothing else can ever mean a thing. Who cares what the public chat-ters? Love's the only thing that mat-ters. Who
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p-mf (in a lilting manner)
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cares If the sky cares to
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fall in the sea? Who

Who
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cares What banks fail in Yonkers?
cares How his story rates me?
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Long as you've got a kiss that conquers,
Long as your kiss intoxicates me!
G+5 C+5 E7
Why should I care? Life is

Am D7
one long jubilee, So long as I care
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— for you And you care —
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me. Who me.